Standard colors KMS MD35 ECU wiring loom

For more information, user manuals, wiring examples and software see our website: http://kms.vankronenburg.nl
or the software CD included with the ECU.

MD35 main wiring
Note 1: A maximum of 6 high impedance
injectors can be used on one injector output.
When using low impedance injectors or more
than 6 high impedance injectors on one
injector output, an external KMS injection
driver (2x10A) needs to be used. For
connection of the injection driver, see wiring
examples.
Note 3: A hall sensor can be used for
measuring the cam position. Depending on the
type of hall sensor being used, a 5 or 12V
supply may be needed. When using a hall
sensor as crank sensor, the hall sensor should
be connected to the hall input (pin 34).
Note 4: Pin 32 can either be used for lambda
signal 2 (KMS uego display/controller or
standard lambda sensor) or an analog aux 1
function. See also the wiring examples.
Note 5: When using a KMS uego CAN
controller/display, the controller/display can
be connected to the MD35 via CAN
communication. Warning: When connecting
multiple controllers on the CAN bus, the CAN
wires must not be split/branched in a Y-shape
to the connectors, only in serial configuration.
See wiring examples for detailed drawings.
Note 6: The value/capacity of the fuse is
dependent on the total maximum current of
the electrical components connected. See
wiring examples for more information.
Note 7: Preferably put all ground connections
(except coil ground!) on the same chassis
point, to prevent a difference in potential
between the grounds.
Note 8: All sensor grounds (including the shield
of the crankshaft wires) must be soldered
together at one point as close as possible to
the main connector. The connecting point
should then be wired to the main connecter by
one single wire.

